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and gave them to the Jew, while he himself walked 
around barefoot the entire Yom Kippur.  When he was 
asked by his students: why he saw it proper to put this 
other Jew before himself and not be concerned for his own 
honor? He answered and said: “This Jew is a resident of 
town and when they see him barefoot they will look down 
upon him. That is not the case with me, I am only a guest 
here, I don’t care what they think of me”...  
In the book “The teacher” that is full of incredible facts 
from the amazing and meticulous life of the head of 
Yeshiva ‘Porat Yosef’ the great Gaon Ezra Atia Ztz’l is 
brought as follows: 
One night the wife of the head of the Yeshiva noticed that 
her sleep was eluding her great husband and that he 
could not fall asleep at all. 
To her question: “What is bothering you? Why can’t you 
fall asleep”? He answered her: “Today at lunch I heard 
that the son of our neighbor is not feeling well and that 
his fever went up considerably. I cried out for his healing 
the entire day and I cannot fall asleep before I know that 
he is better”. 
His righteous wife hurried and went to the neighbor’s 
house to ask her how her son was doing. Only when 
she returned and announced that the child was feeling 
good, did Chacham Ezra Ztz’l thank her and sink into a 
deep sleep. 
We must also know: Fulfilling the commandment of 
Chesed (kindness) is not only out in the streets, rather it 
is a sacred and immense responsibility for us to look and 
do kindness to those closest to us and inside our family. 
As happened with one of the grandsons of the “Chofetz 
Chaim” who learnt in the Kollel in Lakewood Yeshiva, by 
the great genius Rabbi Aharon Kotler Ztz’l and the 
Mashgiach the great Rabbi Natan Meir Wachtfogel ztz’l. 
The head of the Yeshiva and the Mashgiach were very 
proud that a student with such a pedigree was found 
among the Kollel students. Though they both noticed, that   

 

 
 
 

Even after Adam and Chava sinned in our Parsha, G-d had 
mercy on them and made them leather garments. 
Afterwards it says: “He made him (man) in the image of 
G-d” and our sages of blessed memory learn that this 
verse is coming to teach us to do kindness even with those 
who have sinned against us.  
This is what the Chafetz Chaim wrote in his book “Ahavat 
Chesed” (2nd part 82): The verse says, "And G-d created 
man in His image." And our sages of blessed memory 
explained: according to His character traits! Meaning, 
The Holy One, blessed be He, gave the power of the soul 
of every person to be like Him in His character traits, 
blessed be He, to only be benevolent and do kindness with 
others. 
And as it is written: "The L-rd is good to all, and His mercies 
are on all His works" ... and the existence of the whole 
world depends on it. We find that the one who follows this 
path bears the image of G-d and a person who prevents 
himself from the attribute of kindness and says in his heart: 
“Why should I do kindness with others?” distances himself 
from G-d The Almighty in every way. Until here are the 
words of the Chofetz Chaim Ztz”l. 
Throughout the generations, the great Torah scholars in 
our people knew to emphasize the attribute of Chesed 
(kindness) and to even serve as a personal example of it. 
They never spared their time, money or even their health. 
They postponed everything in order to do more and more 
kindness. 
To what extent? 
Once the Alter of Novardok, the great Rabbi Yosef Yozel 
Horowitz ztz’l was a guest on Yom Kippur in the town of 
Barusik. Upon entering the synagogue he saw a Jew 
putting on shoes (even though we are not permitted to wear 
shoes on yom kippur). The Alter of Novardok approached 
the man and asked him why he was putting on shoes. The 
man answered that he had no socks and was embarrassed 
to walk barefoot. The ‘Alter’ immediately took off his socks  
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Dear Rabbi, shalom and bracha! 
We are a young couple with six wonderful children who it 
appears have had decreed that they suffer all their lives. 
I do not think there is a solution to my problem, I have 
done everything, I am in despair, I write to you just to pour 
my heart out, and also to warn the wider public and say to 
them: "Do not live in Charedi (ultra-Orthodox) 
neighborhood!!! Keep away from them like fire!! These 
Charedi people!!! My home was destroyed only because I 
moved to live in an ultra-Orthodox neighborhood!! What a 
mistake I made... What a mistake!! I ask to die every day 
just so as not to see the sorrow of my children who are 
going to be torn between a divorced father and mother!!!" 
I will write everything from the beginning: My wife and I have 
been Ba'al Teshuvah (became religious) for nine years, about 
a year after our marriage we decided to become religious and 
there was no one happier than us!! We became more 
religious in breadth and depth, we were mesmerized by 
Judaism and our holy Torah. There were days when we 
would return home from work and thank G-d with tears in our 
eyes that we merited to become religious. All our children 
were born after we became religious. Wonderful children. We 
raised them with a tremendous love for Hashem, they were 
educated in the neighborhood’s "religious-Torah" school 
and our happiness had no bounds. Every Friday evening I 
would go to the synagogue while my wife would sit with our 
precious daughters and they all sang "Shir HaShirim" and 
"Kabalat Shabat". The girls would wait for Shabbat eve just 
for this wonderful spiritual experience, and more than once 
they told me: "Dad, when are you going to pray? We are 
eager to begin!" At the Shabbat table we would talk about our 
experiences during the week and sing Shabbat songs with 
great pleasure and enjoyment. Our “Shabbat meals" were 
about five hours long, we were thirsty for stories of the 
Tzadikim (righteous) and the singing, it was a happy home 
filled with the service of G-d out of joy.  
Until that cursed day when my wife decided that it was not 
proper for the children to see cars traveling on Shabbat, or 
see women who wear immodest clothing, and I foolishly 
became convinced and we moved to the…. ultra-Orthodox 
neighborhood. Here in the neighborhood, my wife met "ultra-
Orthodox" friends. At first she was shocked by the way they 
dressed, but slowly they took her to buy clothes and 
persuaded her to wear what they wear. I do not have to write 
to you what eye popping clothes they wore, the skirts became 
shorter, she talked all day about fashion and luxury. On Friday 
they would all meet in the neighborhood playground, there is 
no “Shir HaShirim” and there is no “Kabbalat Shabbat”, no 
modesty, no children's education, in short: "No Life"!!! 
Every time I spoke to her, she promised that she would 
change but she does not succeed, they drive her crazy. 
Even when I screamed it did not help. My children 
descent was dramatic, I cannot see her wearing these 
horrible clothes of a type: "Wicked with the permission of 
the Torah.” I also like beautiful clothes and my wife to look 
 

 
the student often arrives late to morning prayers, and 
from time to time misses the service entirely.  They were 
very surprised by the frequency of his lateness but due to 
his status they refrained from saying anything to him until 
it happened every single day.  
One day the Mashgiach summoned him in order to speak 
to with him about this surprising behavior. In the presence 
of the Rosh Yeshiva, Rabbi Aharon, he turned to the 
student and said: “I am surprised that you are so 
frequently late to prayer services.” Then he added and 
said: “How would your grandfather, who was so great, 
respond to such a thing?” "I would very much like to always 
arrive on time, but I can't manage to do so. Every morning 
on my way to prayer, I encounter this pitiful case and I 
cannot stand by. It is a woman who was blessed with many 
children, and I hear the children cry every morning. 
One screams until he gets his bottle. The second should be 
sent to his school, the third demands breakfast and so on. 
There is no one to help her, so I feel it is my duty to help 
her, "replied the scholar. 
The young scholar went on to say: "Sometimes I get to pray 
at the Yeshiva, but sometimes the delay is so great that I 
have to look for a later minyan in a different place" 
The Mashgiach was amazed and became very excited by the 
noble behavior of the student, and said that such sensitivity is 
indeed fitting to the grandson of the Chofetz Chaim.  
At the same time, the Mashgiach also felt the woman's pain 
and asked the young scholar: "Who is this woman, is she a 
widow or a divorcee? I would like to help her too.” 
"Oh, no, G-d forbid, neither widow nor divorcee," said the 
young scholar. "She has a husband, this woman, and I am 
her husband!" The mashgiach and the Rosh Yeshiva were 
very impressed by his words and said: "You are so right, 
sometimes a person understands that one should only help 
a widow and he does not pay attention to the kindness that 
is required to be done in his home." Therefore, the 
commandment of Gemilut chasadim applies first and 
foremost to a man's home, as it is written: "and from your 
flesh you shall not hide." 
May Hashem grant us to love and increase kindness in and 
outside our home. And in the merit of this wonderful 
Mitzvah we will all merit a good and happy life and may our 
see the coming of Moshiach immediately Amen. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

     This newsletter is dedicated to the holy memory of our father, the Torah 

With blessings for Shabbat Shalom,   
All-inclusive sulvations and kol tuv,  

Moshe Yazdi 

Blessing of the Year!!! 
All Torah newsletters during this year are dedicated  

to the success of my beloved dear friends,  
who help me greatly with the printing and distribution  

of this Torah newsletter:  
 

Eliyahu Shimon Ben Gigi Hy”v              Chagai Cohen Hy”v 
 Shulamit Abuzaglo Hy”v                          Limor Cohen Hy”v 

 

May our Heavenly Father fulfill all their wishes for the good and 
they will merit to be blessed with all the blessings of our Holy 

Torah, AMEN!!! 
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wives will dress in a way that removes G-d from our homes! They 
know what is said in our holy Torah: "For the Lord, your G-d, 
goes along in the midst of your camp…, so that He should not 
see anything unseemly among you and would turn away from 
you.." They know that "lewdness" [lack of modesty] causes “He 
would turn away from you"!!! What fool wants to remove the 
Lord from his house?... 
E. Here I would like to address your personal problem, your desire 
to divorce and the sorrow of your dear children. You should know, 
my dear friend, you are completely forbidden to divorce for this 
reason! It is a terrible injustice that you cause to your children, to 
you and to your wife!!! Every person has periods of ups and downs 
in his life, and there are times when only after he succeeds to 
ascend, he understands that he was on a decline, so your dear wife 
does not see anything wrong in her appearance at the moment, she 
is dazzled by the shine of beauty and sees no fault in it!!! 
F. If you listen to my advice, I would ask you to leave her alone, 
stop complaining and start complimenting, that is to say, from 
now on you have to compliment her for every garment she wears 
even though you dislike it, compliment her and flatter her very 
much. Only after you see that she is sure that you think like her 
and agree with her and go along with her, will you succeed in 
moderating her and make it clear to her that you are simply 
jealous over her!!! Not "zealousy for the L-rd of hosts"!!! But 
jealous for her because of your enormous love!! This is jealousy 
that is purely a compliment!!! Do this with extreme tenderness!!! 
G. Moreover, as long as you stand from above and comment 
that she is below and not growing stronger, there is no chance 
she will accept your words, but if you "go down" to her spiritual 
level and prove that you too "love" her style and the beauty of 
her clothes, I have no doubt that if one day you tell her: "I think 
we went too far!! Let's become stronger again together!! 
Let's become stronger for the sake of the future and happiness 
of our children," She will accept your words, because you are 
like her - with her, not from above!!! 
H. The most important of all, my dear friend!!! Cry to the L-rd, 
blessed be He, that He would rest on her a pure spirit from 
above, and allow her to repent easily!! Prayers do 
everything!! The gates of tears are never locked!!! You have a 
good wife who needs your help and you are obligated to help 
her!!! She, too, knows and is sure that this is not the will of 
Hashem and she is in great need of good and guiding words. 
Arise and do this immediately! There is no one better than 
you to do this!! You are strong in this!!! 
I. G-d has graced me with wonderful CD’s in which I merited 
to be strengthened and strengthen others, among them there 
are fascinating lectures in "Holiness and modesty." In one of 
them, G-d has merited me to cry in a way that melts any heart, 
anyone who hears it, his heart melts to water, and his evil 
inclination runs from him immediately. I would be very happy 
to get your address and you will receive it for free! 
The pain of your dear children, because of the words of divorce 
between you, is very great and cries out to heaven, so it is 
your duty, above all, to calm them down and say to them: 
"Mother and I will stay together forever and ever"!! The 
more you calm them down and make them happy, the more 
you will merit to be happy with them and with your dear wife, 
and you will merit to have a happy and joyful life on all levels. 
J. Shabbat Shalom, comprehensive salvation and all the best!!! 
 

 
good, but in the ways of modesty. Forgive me, Rabbi, and 
may all the religious readers forgive me, but I have no 
doubt that the clothes of the ultra-Orthodox women are at 
the lowest level of modesty!!! I simply cannot stand to see 
my wife walking around like that and I decided to get 
divorced!!! It hurts me only because of the children, but I 
have no choice. She insists on dressing like this and 
walking around with these women, and she is not willing to 
listen at all. These are not "ultra-Orthodox" women, these 
are….!! My life has ended!!! If you have the courage to print 
this letter, I would like to say to all the husbands: "You will 
be judged for this!! Your wives are causing many to 
stumble! Because of you, the redemption is delayed!!! You 
cause the Divine Presence to depart from Israel, and when 
the Divine Presence departs, there are many more troubles 
and diseases!!! Even when I was secular, I did not see 
jealous destructive competition as there is between you! 
I have to say that I do not mean the real "ultra-Orthodox", but 
only those who pretend to be "ultra-Orthodox" and wear 
"black and white" and cause the people of Israel "darkness"!!! 
I know that I wrote harsh words in this letter, and therefore 
I would ask the forgiveness of those who were hurt by my 
words, not before I ask them to understand my great pain 
and anger about the destruction of my home and my life, 
and most of all about the great pain of my torn children! 
Answer: My dear friend!!! 
A. "Your words are true!!! Your words are both painful and 
moving at once!!! Even if someone has some objection to your 
words or the way you expressed it, it is better left unsaid and it is 
even forbidden to say, because your words came out of a heart 
in great pain and one is not defined in the time of his sorrow! So I 
will emphasize and write at the beginning of my words: You are 
right in everything you wrote!!! Blessed are you for having 
written clearly things that others are afraid to even think!!! 
B. With your permission, I will try to correct a common mistake: 
"Not everyone who wears "black and white" is called Charedi 
("ultra-Orthodox")! The word Charedi comes from the word 
“fear”!! Meaning, a person who has fear  of G-d, therefore he is 
called “Charedi”!! The people you complained about do not 
seem to fear G-d and therefore are not called "Charedim"!!! 
C. More than once we have heard of soldiers and officers who 
betrayed their position, committing very terrible  acts. Is it 
conceivable that we conclude that "the entire army" is corrupt, 
heaven forbid? Of course not!!! If someone arises and says, "But 
they are wearing the same uniform"!! His words are nonsense!!! 
D. Similarly it is known that among the ultra-Orthodox people 
there are people who pretend to be ultra-Orthodox and these 
pretenders are thieves and robbers and corrupt, they fear no law 
and no judge. They dress "black and white" to impress those 
who see them to make them fall! Their uniforms are “black and 
white”!!! These people are not "ultra-Orthodox" at all!!! 
"Charedim" are the ones who set times to study Torah daily, and 
their way of life is based on the “Shulchan Aruch” and they do 
whatever their rabbis say! These are "Charedim"!!! These are 
the servants of G-d!!! These are the representatives of G-d and his 
prophet Moshe! They do not know what "competition" is!! They 
do not do anything in order to “impress" but rather: because 
that is how the Lord commanded! Since they enjoy living their 
life according to G-d's command, there is no reality that their 

  

Scholar Kvod Harav Yashar ben Tzion Ben Shifra, of blessed memory.     
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It was on Shbbat, after Mor our father Zlh"h, completed his Torah reading as was his custom. He called his beloved son, 
Rabbi Shimon Shlit"a, and told him: "Please run to the house, take the pot with the fish and hurry to the home of so and so, and put the 
pot on the hot plate.  If his wife asks you about it, tell her that her husband will explain when he returns home from synagogue." 
Rabbi Shimon Hy"v, who was Mor our father Zlh"h's "right hand" for many years, hurried quickly without asking questions. He 
ran home and when he entered, he said to our mother techi': "Father said I would take the pot of fish to the home of one of the 
people from the synagogue." Surprised, mother asked: "What do you mean, why? Are we going to eat there? and what about the 
Cholent pot?" Rabbi Shimon replied: "I don't know, but in the meantime I have to take the fish."  He took the pot and left.  
Quickly Rabbi Shimon made his way to the man's house.  He put the pot on the hot plate and told his wife: "Your husband will 
explain to you why we brought the pot." 
When Mor our father Zlh"h came back from synagogue, our mother techi' asked him," Why did you have the fish taken to one of 
the people from the synagogue?" 
The righteous Mor our father Zlh"h answered: "Before the Torah reading, one of the worshipers approached me and told me that 
one of his friends surprised him and invited himself to come dine with him the Shabbat meal, for a reason he couldn't elaborate 
on. Of course, he agreed, but said to me he had nothing to give him to eat, so he asked me:  "Please invite him to your place, you 
always have extra food for unexpected guests." 
Father promptly approached the man and invited him to dine with us, but the latter said: "I would have happily came to you but I 
already told so and so, that I will be coming to him." Even when Dad told him: "I will talk to him to give me the merit to host you," 
he insisted that he wanted to go and dine with the other person.  
When Father realized that the host might be ashamed, G-d forbid, because he wouldn't have enough food, he asked Rabbi 
Shimon to bring the fish to his home so that they could have a good Shabbat meal. 
To our mother's question: "And what will we eat?" Father replied, "This Shabbat we will enjoy and be satisfied by your delicious 
salads and the wonderful Cholent you make every Shabbat. Our pot of fish will prevent embarrassment from the host who has 
guests that arrived without being invited." 

 

                                      Tnsb”h.      His merit should protect us.    To be continued next week. 
  

 

 
 
 

How can it be that a small furry insect is responsible for most of the produce we consume?  Like apples, mango, watermelon, 
onions and more. 
The answer can be summed up in one word:  Pollination. In order for plants to multiply and produce other plants they have to go 
thru a process of pollination. The process requires the pollen of a male flower to reach a female flower of the same type, and 
pollinate it, or in other words fertilize it. The flower will then turn into fruit containing seeds, and a new cycle of growth begins. 
Pollination is the basic condition for fertilization and the creation of fruit. In this process the powder from the masculine part of 
the flower is transferred over to the feminine part. Since plants are unable to move on their own, pollination occurs thru the 
several species of insects:  bees, beetles, butterflies, and flies.   
The Creator endowed the flowers with colors and fragrances that attract the insects.  
The bees are considered the most sophisticated pollinators in the world. 
These insects live in a symbiotic relation with the plants.  With each new excursion from the hive the honey bee visits only one 
type of plant.  This gives great advantage to the plants being pollinated, for all their pollen is transferred to plants of the same 
type, and thus is not wasted on other plants.  Flowers that have already been pollinated signal this to the bees by changing their 
color.  Like the Lupinus pilosus, commonly known as blue lupine, it changes its color from light blue to a deep purple after it has 
been pollinated.  The bees of course recognize this immediately and avoid visiting flowers that have already been pollinated.  
When the bee lands on a flower, pollen from the anthers stick to its body, when it lands on another flower of the same type, the 
pollen falls off its body and fertilizes the flower.  This is a clever method of the flowers to spread their pollen to great distances. 
It’s important to know:  The pollinating creatures don’t come to the plants with the intention to fertilize it, in most cases they 
come to the flower looking for food, pollen and nectar, while they collect their food the powder sticks to their furry body and thus 
is transferred from flower to flower. 
How can it be, that a small, furry insect, like the honey bee,  
is responsible for most of the food we consume? 
How do two different worlds, such as the animal world and the plant world,  
work in a perfect and precise combination and at such a sophisticated level?  
It can only be from the Power of the Creator, who designed and created  
the living and the vegetable in such great synchronization.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

The following is an example of the holy customs and 
ways of our father, who served G-d with all his being, 
Kvod Harav (KH), Yashar Ben Tzion Ztz”l ben Shifra A”h. 

To merit and spread Torah, look for us and follow us (Harav Moshe Yazdi) on  and on   

The blue lupine before and after Pollination 
Before:                                 After: 


